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Summary

This report describes the program ISLE, an Interactive Sym
bolic Layout Editor. ISLE has been designed by Th. van
Ooyen and K. Delhij, students for master degree at the Ein
dhoven University of Technology. It provides means to edit
a symbolic layout of Ie's, based on stick symbols. To han
dle complexity hierarchy levels are introduced by dividing
the I.e. <and subsystems themself) in subsystems, called
compounds. Interaction is executed via a graphics terminal,
on wich a picture window and a menu are depicted. The menu
contains commands for editing and drawing. Menucommands and
picture co-ordinates are selected via a crosshair, driven by
a joystick. The use of ISLE and the data structure used by
ISLE, are explained.
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Chapter 1: Introduction to sticks

The symbolic layout editor ISLE, subject of this report, is
based on the way of symbolic representation of a network by
means of sticks, as used by Hsueh. They are described in
[1J and [2J. This chapter is extracted from [2J. Some de
tails do not hold for ISLE; it are the basic ideas that are
of interest.

thei 1-1
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Before going into the details of the design process, we
should take a cl.ose look at the etementsl caLted "sticKs",
our symbolic layout consists of. As there are, in NMOS,
three layers for interconnecting elements Cdiffusion-, poly
sili~on- and metallayer), we also have three different sym
bols in the symbolic layout for these connections, each of
them symbolizing one of the aforementioned layers.
These three symbols are staight lines with a different dash
ing. A fourth line type is used only in the symbolic lay
out, having no meaning in the geometric layout: The
RUNX-line. This line (name from [1J) can't be uS2d fer con
nections, but only for boxes around groups of elements.
Other symbols used are the contacts! also caLced via's.
They connect the three layers of different type, and so we
find three of them:
-The polysilicon-metal contact <P-M contaGtl
menu) •
-The diffusion-metal contact
menu).
-The diffusion-polysilicon contact (Buried contact! BURGT in
the menu).
The next group of symbols consists of transistors! beth
driver- and loadtransistors. In fact a drivertransistor is
nothing more than a crossing of a polysilicon- and d diffu
sionline, but we choosed to have a special symbol for it.
The benefits are obvious:
-When the user has to place a transistor by explicitly giv
ing the command TRAN, the program will. be able to find atl
not desired transistors that result from crossings of the
two lines (diffusion and polysilicon).
-Furthermore, the transistor symbol wil.l make the pictur0
easy understandable for designers without experience with
the program.
The symbol of the drivertransistor consists of two rectan
gles, drawn on top of each other. They represent the two
crossing lines, and are dashed in the same way.
For a loadtransistor, a third rectangte is dra~n, symboLiZ
ing the implantation area.
Another symbol that won't reappear in the geometric Layout
like the RUNX-line is the terminal, also called pin. When a
user places a box around a group of elementsl there is a
need for a contact to the world outside the box. TErminQl~

are the only symbols that are allowed to be placed O~ the
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surrounding rectangle (box). Lines may end on the surround
ing rectangle, but only if a terminal is placed on that end.
The las t s ymb0 lis the box. Abo xis the sur r ;) u r. din 9 t- e c
tangle of a group elements, and consists of four linepieces
of type RUNX. However, it is stored in memory as one eLe
ment, not as four.
The picture window has scale marks and scaLe nUillbers that
indicate a grid. Sticks can be placed only on the grid. So
when a user tries to place one of the sticks next to a grid
point, the program looks for the closest gridpoint and
pLaces it there.
The width of the grid can be specified by the user (in mm.).
However, the distance between two gridlines wiLL always be
one Lambda, Lambda being the minimal-stepsize of the proces.
F.i. a good vaLue for lambda at the moment is 3 micron. 8y
specifying all distances in lambda the inpI...ltprogram wiLL be
independent of future improvements of the proces that wiLL
force Lambda down.
For exampLes of the symboLs see appendix 8.
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Chapter 2: Hierarchy

In the previous chapter we saw how we can get a symbolic re
presentation of a circuit layout by means of sticks. It i~

our aim to get a symbolic layout of an integrated circuit by
using an interactive program via a graphics terminal. Since
todays I.C.'s have a great complexity it is obvious that
there is no way to place all components and nets one after
an other straight on until the entire network is done. Not
only the screen resolution sets limits on the number of
sticks that can be managed at the same time, the designer
will loose survey when the picture becomes to crowdy. A
well known strategy in designing complex systems is: divide
the system into well separated subsystems and keep on divid
ing these untill the subsystems have manageable sizes. All
these systems together form a hierarchical tree.
Our layout editor is based on this approved ~trategy. In
our terminology a subsystem is called a compound. A com-
pound consists of other compounds and/or sticks. The edges
of the tree represent compound placements, their subtree de
fines the compound and the root is the I.e. The leaves re
present sticks. There is a strong analogy with Fortran pro
grams: the algorithm is split up in subroutines (nodes)
wich are called in other subroutines (higher nodes) or in
the main program (root). Executable simple statements are
leaves. As subroutines, compounds need only one definition
and may be called (nearly) anywhere. (Nearly bee al.";,S JE no
loops are allowed.) A compound definition includes a sur
rounding rectangle (also called box). Further it exists of
compound calls and/or stick placements.
So when a designer decides to use ISLE for getting a layout
of a network, he should have a suitable hierarchy describing
the successive divisions into subnetworks (c~mpound5).

Usually such a hierarchy will exist already as a result of
the network design process. Once the hierarchy has been de
fined, he should start by composing the lOWEst compoundsl
that are those only having sticks. (The tree is planted up
side down, wich is rare in a nursery! but common in design
ing.) The rest of the compounds must be handled bottGffi UPI
by placing lower compounds and sticks.
Compound is the central concept in editing using ISLE:
editing is composing compounds by placing compounds and
sticks. The editing features therefore provide commands for
placing compounds and deleting placements! same as for
sticks, but also for rotating! mirroring, repeating! shift
ing and unpacking compounds. Unpack means: ramove the aom-
pound pointed to from the data structure and insert the sub
compounds and sticks wich are contained in it with the same
t ran s for mat ion. (J nthesc r e enit l 0 <J ks as i f 0 n l fit s s:.,..; i~
rounding rectangle has been wiped out. The analogon in For
tran is: replace a subroutine call by its body.
The introducti~n of compounds has a great effect on the r2-
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presentation of the symbolic layout on the screen and on the
way the grafical aids can be used. Details will be dis
cussed in the next chapter, but it can be imagined easily
without knowing them, that for composing a high compound a
large picture window must be depicted on the same 5cre~o

window. That introduces a scalefactor and difficulties CQn
cerning the screen resolutionl also known as the macro-micro
problem. ISLE provides facilities to choose the scalefac
tor, to zoom in or out <diminish or enlarge the picture win-
dow) and to choose the grid on wich the crossnair position
is rounded (rough or fine, does not affect picture window).
The symbolic representation of a compound consists of its
surrounding rectangle plus pins (in our terminology also
called terminals). The contents are supposed to be of no
importance (while placing the compound) and are not shown in
order to keep the picture clear. The user can however ask
for a picture of a compound plus its subcompounds up to as
much levels deep as desired.
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Chapter 3: The ISLE manual

The program ISLE (Interactive Symbolic Layout Eclitor) pro
vides menu driven layout editing faciliti2s via a grafical
terminal. The menu and picture window plus grid have been
developed by Th. van Ooyenl see [2J and chapter 1, This
chapter describes in detail the way to use ISLE and all its
possibilities and a few of its impossibilities.
Information regarding where to find and how to start the
program must be obtained from ir. M. van der Woude at the
computer centre of the THE.
The program starts by asking the user the name of the lay
out. The user must return a string of minimal one and ma~i

mal twelve letters. This name will be the directory of the
two diskfilesl wich will contain all the symbolic layout
description data as input by the user in this or previous
session(s). If, for examplel the user gives the name MY
NAME, then the two file titLes will become MYNAMEfCOMPOUNDS
and MYNAME/LAYOUT.
Note: this holds only when running the program on the
87700.
The program finds out itself if the fil,?s already exist or
not. This provides the possibility to continue on an exist
ing Layout. Afterwards the program asks the user to choose
out of seven possibLe options concerning the intentIon of
the user:

1. compose a new compound
2. change an existing compound
3. compact a compound
4. make formatted data fiLes
5. transLate symboLic Layout description into geometric

Layout description
6. continue with another Layout design
7. stop this session
See aLso fig.1.

The user must return an integer between 0 and B.
Options 3 and 5 are not yet impLemented.
6 causes a restart of the program, 7 takes care of saving
aLL data and stops the program.

The two data files mentioned before are binaryl so unread
abLe. Option 4 makes two formatted, readabLe filesl titLed
MYNAME/CATALOGUE and MYNAME/STRUCTURE.

ActuaL editing is started by choosing 1 or 2. In both cases
the user is asked to give a LabeL. A LabeL is a string of
minimaL one and maximaL six characters. I~ case 1 it shouLd
be an unused LabeL, in case 2 an existing LabeL. The pro
gram checks this.
Then the program wants to know a grid width (integer between
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4 and 20) in mm. All the examples in the appendices are
drawed width a grid width of a mm. In case 1 the program
asks for a scalefactor, say SF, that is an integer greater
than or equal to one. Now one grid unit corresponds to SF
picture units (=lambda) and one mm on the screen is (SF/grid
width) lambda. Since the dimensions of the part of the
screen, reserved for the picture windowl are constantsl now
the picture window is fixed. In case 2 the program calcu
lates itself a scale factor and a bottom left point of the
picture window in such a way that the specified compound
fits in the resulting picture window.
Then, in both cases, the program cleans the screen, draws a
menu plus error messages listl a legenda and the picture
window plus grid and graduation scale (in lambda). In case
2 the mentioned compound is drawn as well.
Now a compound editing session starts. A session can be
described formally by syntax diagrams as showed at the end
of this chapter, but some additional information might be
usefull.
A session consists of a sequence of commands. Every command
starts with a menu commandl most of them need additional
input. A menu command is given by pLacing the cr05shair,
wieh is provided by the program any time "crosshair input"
is required and can be steered by a joystick or thumbwh~eLsl

in the appropriate menu square and pressing the space bar on
the keyboard.

Further input can be:

-<old-anchor>,e.g. after DELT.
This means the crosshair must be placed in the picture win
dow and the space bar must be pressed. Now the program
calculates the closest gridpoint. This point has to be an
identification point of an already placed stick or com
pound. Anchor points are:
for all sticks except lines: the centre point
for compounds: the left bottom corner of their box
for lines: any point on the line
The crosshair position is first rounded to the closest
gridpointl then the program tries to find the anchor in his
anchor list.

-<new-anchor>, e.g. after TRANH. A point in the picture
window is wanted, but now that point ~ilL be the anchor
point of the compound or stick to be placed.

-<point> is a point in the picture window.
rounded to the closest gridpoint. Used e.g.

It wilt be
iti zooming.

-<digit>, e.g. in a repetition command.
the crosshair in one of the menu squares
and press space bar.

This means:
in the last

pLace
coLumn

- ---:'"".' ... "-~
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-(label>, e.g. after COMPo Now the crosshair does not ap
pear, but instead the cursor shows up on the lowest line of
the screen. Type in a label on the keyboard (max. 6 char
acters) and press "RETURN". The program reads the label I

finds out if it knows the label and gives back the cros
shair if the label is O.K. If not, an error message is
given and the cursor appears again~ To stop this game the
user must return an empty label.(Press "RETURN" immecliatly)
This means: stop the compound placement command. The
crosshair will show up.

-other menu items, e.g.
mand.

ROT in a compound placement com-

As the syntax diagrams show, most commands have a loop
structure. For example several stick or compound calls can
be deleted by commanding one time DELT, followed by a se
quence of anchors. Since the diagrams show all pos~ible

loops in a very clear way, they are not explained further in
the detailed description of the commands below.
The diagrams do not show how to cut a command short. This
is done quite simple: at any time the crosshair is present
one can start a new command by giving the appropriate menu
command. One obvious exception, due to the "duloble func-
tion" of ROT and MIR: if the user starts .the compound
placement command by ordering COMP and giving a. correct
label and he should decide at that point to cut this command
short and start a compound modification command, starting
with ROT, he can not expect the program to be smart enough
to understand his meandering meanings. A closer look to the
involved diagrams will make this clear.

Now we will discuss the diagrams in detail, as far as they
need more explanation.

"COMPOUND-EDIT-SESSION" and "COMMAND" must be cleat~.

and 3)
(fjg.2

"STICK-PLACEMENT": (fig. 4)
A linepiece (METAL,DIFF,POLY or RUNX) is placed by giving
the start and end point of its centreline. These points
must have the same X value or the same Y value, since
linepieces are horizontal or vertical. Error message jf
not orthogonal: NOT ORTHO.
A line, consisting of several linepieces, can be input bj

giving a sequence of (corner)points: the last point put
in is the startpoint of the next linepiece.
"UNDO" scratches the last linepiece, the previous contitlt.l
ation point is recalled.
For start ing a new line of the same type use the "C" key
instead of the space bar to input its startpoint.
A not standard linespan can be input by <digit> before
placement. (span=O.5*width, standard width=2 lambda)
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A transistor or contact placement is simple: the input
point is the centre of the item. Input if not standard
dimensions: first digit becomes 0.5*length, second digit
is 0.5*width. (standard dimensions: 2*2 lambda)

"COMPOUND-PLACEMENT" (fig. 5)
Most simple placement: give label as explaned before via
the keyboard and the new anchor via the crosshair and
space bar. The compound will be placed with its left bot
tom corner, wich is its anchor, on the given anchorpoint.
Before placement one can specify a transformation: a ro
tation over 90, 180 or 270 degrees (resp. ROT 1, ROT 2
and ROT 3), a mirroring in X or Y direction (MIR 1, MIR 2)
or a combination of these. In any c~se the new anchor
point will be the left bottom corner of the resulting sur
rounding rectangle! No matter how a compound is trans
formed, the (final) left bottom point is always the ancho;M
po in t.
It is possible to place a certain compound a few times in
one compound placement command by giving a sequence of
(new-anchor}'s, but then they will all get the same trans
formation.

"COMPOUND-MODIFICATION" (f ig. 6)
ROT and MIR: the digits have the same meaning as in the
compound placement command. The compound pointed to is
transforme~ as specified. Again: the anchorpoint stays
the same. If a compound has been transformed already, the
transformations are "multiplied".
REP.X and REP.Y: (old-anchor) and <point} must have the
same X resp. Y value. The distance between them will be
the pitch of the repetition, so (point> is the left bOtt0ffi
corner of the first neighbour of the "or igirlal" compounc~.

Note: the neighbour is allowed to be placed left or belc~

of the original.
The number of the repetition is given by a sequence of di
gits: all digits (from the menu) must be send using the
"C" key except for the last one; then L~se the space bar.
Example: the number 513 is given by

menu item 5 key C
1 C
3 space bar

What happens when a user repeats a repeated compound? A
repetition input overrides a previous repetition in the
same direction. If a compound has been repeated in, say,
the X direction and is going to be repeated in Y direc
tion, then the entire row of compounds is repeated. So a
two dimensional array of identical compounds appear. (And
not a L structure)
In a double repeated compound case the override rule still
holds: the repetition in the other direction is not af
fected; a new two dimensional array is set.
In any case the resulting array is considerd to be cne
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(special) compound call: there is only one anchor and
that is the left bottom corner of the left bottom sur
rounding rectangle. (Even if the "original original" was
the now right upper compound.). All "copies" can not be
touched. So a copy can not be deleted or shifted or any
thing; one can only delete or shift the entire array by
pointing at the original.
A transformed compound can be repeated as well. Of course
the copies are transformed in the same way.
But what happens when a user transforms a repeated com
pound? We choose for: the original and all the copies
are transformed separately. (Note: left bottom corner of
resulting box is on the same spot as left bottom corner of
previous box for original and copies.) So the pitches and
repetition numbers are not affected. To make it perfectly
clear: NOT the ent ire array as a unit is transformed.
(Wich would change pitches etc.) As a result there is no
difference in first rotating! then repeating and first re
peating! then rotating a compound.
SHIFT is clear: a compound (wich may be transformed or
repeated or both) is shifted from {old-anchor) to
<new-anchor>. (The program does not protest when a user
shifts a stick! but shifting lines must be dissuad2d.)
UNPK stands for unpack: a compound call is replaced by
calls of all its subcompounds! wich are now attainable for
separate manipulation in the compound under construction.
UNPK does not work on sticks. (Neighter do ROT,MIR or
REP)
DELT deletes a compound or stick pointed to.
Note: The Tectronix T4014 grafical terminal wich is used
for running the program has no facilities for wiping a
part of the screen. So after a delete or an unpack or an
undo-after-a-placement the corresponding symbol(s) on the
screen cannot be removed! The same holds for rotating a
compound: the old box should disappear. A solution could
be: clean the entire screen (by calling the GINO subrou
tine PICCLE) every time a symbol is to be removed and re
draw the page: menu! error messagesl legendal picture
window plus grid and the (visible part of the) compound
under construction as defined on that moment. This
however is rather timeconsuming and would lead very soon
to great irritation at the user. For this reason we cho
ose for not redrawing the page automatically, although the
picture might be misleading because of injustly present
symbols! unless the user asks for it explicitly by giving
the menu draw command REDRW.

"DRAW-COMMAND" (f ig. 7)
REDRW clears the screen and redraws menUl picture window
and the part of the compound under construction within the
picture window. The current picture window is NOT affect
ed. (So zooming can not be undone by ordering REDRW.)
DRAW is a command provided. to make inspection in com-
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pounds, not being the compound under construction, possi
ble. It is not possible to change anything in that com
pound once it has been drawn; no menu and no crosshair
are served. (The program is not able to handle two com
pounds under construction at the same time.) The compound
in question can be selected by giving its labeL or, if its
anchor is present on the screen because of an earlier
placement, by pointing at its anchor. However, LabeL
input demands a cursor, anchor input a crosshair. So the
user must first make his intention clear by giving a digit
from the menu:

1 means: afford the cursor for a label
2 means: afford the cross hair for an anchor.

Once the compound has been selected another digit is want
ed, denoting the number of levels in the compound's sub
tree that should be shown. 1 stands fer: onLy the com-
pound's surrouding rectangle plus terminals. If the digit
is greater than one. digit minus one more levels of the
subtree, defining the compound, are drawed. Per Level alL
compound and stick calls are depicted. An overkiLL in
levels demand is harmless: the drawing of a path in the
tree is stopped (per path) when the leveLs demand is fuLL
filled or when a stick call is reached.
Now the program stores the current picture window (again
not a way to get rid of a zoomong!) ,clears the screen,
reads the surrounding rectangle of the seLected compound,
calculate a suitable picture window (a bit larger then the
box) and draws the picture window including sCcLe marks
and numbers and as much of the compound as asked for.
When the user is getting tired of staring at the pict~re,

he must press the RETURN key on the keyboard. Then the
program recalls the stored picture window and the stored
picture is redrawn.

EXPO stands for: expand the drawing of the pointed com
pound. The compound and stick calls on the first level in
its subtree are shown in the compound pointed to. This is
a much less radical operation then the one after a DRAW
command! The drawing on the screen is actually the same
as after an unpack command (without REDRW). But there is
a great difference: the ~dded compounds and stiCKS are
not attainable. For example, trying to delete one ~ilL

result in the error message ITEM NOT FOUND. The rEaSOn is
clear: these items are not called in the compound under
construction. They are after an unpacK. The difference
showes up after a redraw request: an expanded compo~nd is
empty again, an unpacked compound has disappeared.

ZMIN means zoom in. The two given points must be diagonal
opposite corners of a rectangle in the picture window.
This rectangle should become the new picture window.
Nevertheless a picture window has a constant X length-Y
length ratio, probably not equal to the retia of the rec-



tangle. No problem; the dimension that is to small in
proportion, is first enlarged up to its "relative right"
size. Due to roundings in the calculation of the new sca
lefactor the final picture window can be (and usually is)
a bit larger than the updated rectangle. Now the picture
is redrawn with the new picture window.

ZMOUT stands for zoom out, the complementary action of
zoom in. Again a rectangle is wanted. But now a new pic
ture window is calculated in such a way that the old pic-
ture window fits in the given rectangle. (Consider th~

rectangle as a box fixed on the screen and shrinK and
shift the picture until the old picture window fits in the
box.) Again, due to rounding, the resulting picture ~indow

can be a bit spacious.
The only way to undo zooming is to command ZMIN or ZMOUT
(does not matter) followed by UNDO. Now the picture win
dow as set at the start of the compound editing session
will be recalled. (And a redraw will be given automati
cally.)

"BOX-COMMAND" (f ig. 8)
BOX stands for surrounding rectangle. The user can speci
fy a surrounding rectangle of the compound under construc
tion by giving two diagonal opposite corners in the pic
ture window. Wich pair of corners and the sequence do not
matter. An earlier defined box is overridden. BOX UNDO
wipes the current box. It is not compulsory to set a box;
if the compound editing is stopped while no box is pre
sent, the program finds out the closest fitting box and
assigns it to the compound.

"GRID-SELECTION" (fig. 9)
All crosshair input in the picture window is r,.)unded to
the closest gridpoint. However ISLE provides two grids;
a rough and a fine one. The default grid is rough: ene
gridstep corresponds to FSCALE picture units. Let FSCALE
equal 5 and let a compound be placed with its anchor point
on position (20,20). As a result one of its terminals
could be on position (20,23). In this situation a line
cannot be connected to this terminal, because its endpoint
will be rounded to (20,25) when the crosshair is pJSlll

oned close to or on (20,23). (20,23) is not a gria point ~

To overcome this problem one could zoom in! wich r2ju~es

the scalefactor FSCALE, and hope that (20,23) will be a
gridpoint in the new grid. However, this cannot be guar
anteed, unless the scalefactor is one, and a bad side ef
fect can be that the start point of the line is drifted
out of the picture window. And redrawing the screen t~ke3

some time.
In short, a way to work is:
1. place a line ending on (15,25)
2. zoom in as far as possible on (15,25), (20,23) l
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now one gridstep= 1 lambda
3. place a line from (15,25) to (20,23).

(two linepieces~)

4. undo zooming.
Disadvantages: it is cumbersome, time consuming and the
resulting line has a few mysterious cracks. Therefore
ISLE provides another solution: the user can set a grid
switch to select a grid out of two possibilities; the de
fault FSCALE grid and the fine one lambda grid. Once the
fine grid is set, every crosshair input is rounded to the
closest one-lambda grid point. So in our example an aL-
ternative and more attractive prescription is:
1. set the grid switch on fine (if necessary)
2. place the line.
As a consequence the user must place the crosshair more
precisely, wich might be uncomfortable while placing or
modifying compounds. The user should find out himself
wich grid and up till what FSCALE the fine grid is man3ge
able. (Macro-micro problem.)
The fine grid is set by commanding FINE, and reset by FINE
UNDO. Redrawing and zooming do not affect the grid
switch.
The grid switch has no effect on the picture ~indow, S0

neither on FSCALE.

"STOP-COMMAND" (f ig. 10)
STOP stops the editing of the current compound under con
struction. If no box is set, ISLE caLcuLates a suitable
one. Else the program checks if the box is correct, that
is, if all subcompounds and sticks Lay inside the box. If
not, the program gives an error message and waits for the
next crosshair input. The user should undo the box or set
a larger one before the next attempt to stop.
Once the box is correct, the program saves aLL the data
concerning the compound, clears the screen and asks for
further actions. (fig. 1)
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The symbolic layout is represented on two (disk) files. The
first one, from now on called file "1, is a catalogue or
table of contents; the second one, file 2, describes the
layout structure per compound. The data is stored in logi-
cal records of variable lenght. A file may be considerd as
a linear row of words numberd consecutively from O. An ad
dress of a record is the number of its first word.
The records in file 1 all have the same length: 6 words.
Each compound is represented by one record:

POINTER

LABEL: compound name
POINTER: pointer to the begin-compound record in file 2
JX01,JY01: bottom left corner of surrounding rectangle
JX02,JY02: right top corner of surra rec.
Note: all compounds, box and contents, are defined in its
own axis system, with origin JY01 below and JX01 Left of the
left bottom corner of the box. This must be kept in mind
when placing or transforming compounds. This will be dis-
cussed in detail in the next chapter.
The first six logical records in file "1 are reservEd for
sticks: per stick two words are used, one for the stick
name and one for a pointer to a GLDL description. ~lnce no
GLDL description exists at this moment, all these pointers
have a nill value (-1). (The GLDL descriptions' ape needed
when we want to convert the symbolic layout into a geometric
layout.) File 2 contains the definitions of all compounds.
For this aim we need records with various functionsl each
function denoted by a record type. Each record begins with
its type, denoted by an integer. Per type the record length
is constant.
The contents for each record are described below.

Type 1. begin-compound record.

GJ POINTER1 I POINTER2 I
length: 3 words

POINTER1 points to first stick or compound call
record of this compound definition.

POINTER2 same for last record

Type 2. end-compound record. length: 1 ,",ord

denotes end of compound definition

denotes end of file 2

Type 3.

,IT]
end file record. length:
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Type 4. not used in ISLE

Type 5. simple placement record.
length: 8 wordso PNT1 I JXL I JYB I JXR I JYT I PNT21 PNT3 l

PNT1 points to a word in file 1. If this record repre
sents a compound call, PNT1 points to the compound name
LABEL in file 1. So via this pointer the compound defini~

tion in file 2 can be traced, if necessary. If this re
cord represents a stick call, PNT1 points to the stick
name in file 1. These are on locations 6,8,., •.. ,36:

6: metal line vertical
8: diffusion line vertical

10: poly line vertical
12: runx line vertical
14: metal line horizontal
16: diffusion line horizontal
18: poly line horizontal
20: runx line horizontal
22: [l-M contact
24: P-M contact
26: burried contact
28: terminal
30: transistor horizontal
32: transistor vertical
34: load transistor horizontal
36: load transistor vertical
38-41: spare.

So compound labels are on address 42,48 etc. In this way
PNT1 indicates if this is a stick call or a compound call.
JXL,JYB bottom left corner of surra ree.
JXR,JYT right top corner of surra rec.
Note: now the surrounding rectangle is giv?n in the axis
s ys t em 0 f the cal lin g com p0 u nd , i tis t h 2 ,3 C t u a l 5 U r 1- 0 U nd 
ing rectangle of the call! Remember: JXL,JYB is the po
sition on wich the crosshair was placed in case of a com
pound placement. Then

JXR=JXL+(JX02-JOX1) and
JYT=JYB+(JY02-JY01).

In case of a contact or transistor call, a standard sur
rounding rectangle (or a user specified one) is caLculat~j

with the crosshair position as centre point. In case of a
line call, the rectangle is, of course, the real gecffietric
lin e •
PNT2 and PNT3 are what we call chain pointers. ALL the
calls or placements in a compound are arranged in a ch~in

by using successor and predecessor pointers, PNT2 and PNTJ
resp. The first record in the chain has a predecessor po
inter equal to -1, the last one a successor -1. Again,
the pointers point to the first word of a record, in this
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case the record type number.
The sense of using a linked record structure is that it
delivers us from the demand that all logical records, be
longing to one compound, should remain fysicdlly one aft~r

an other on file. In such a situation later adding a call
will result in a possibly voluminous move of records. Now
the record can be placed fysically anywhere in the file,
as long as all involved pointers are set properly.
Single linking of the records is not sufficieot. When a
cal lis del e ted I the pre dec e s s 0 r 0 f t hat re C Q I~ d mL, 5 t get a
new successor: the successor of the deleted call. A pre
decessor pointer gives the predecEssor at once! without a
timeconsuming search.

Type 6. Transformed compound placement record.
length: 14 words

sam; as 5

The pointers and JXL,JYB,JXR,JYT are on the sa~e places
and have the same meaning as at 5. The surl~oLlncling rec-
tangle is the actual one, it is the box aftet~ t,~anSfOr(;la

tiona The transformation matrix A(2,3) is given by
A11, •.• ,A23, row by row. In the next chapter transforma
tions are explaned.

Type 7. Repeated compound placement record.
length: 12 worcls

[2] PNT1 I .... I PNT3~ DY l
......"V" .""

same as 5

Now the surrounding rectangle encloses the entire array of
original plus copies.
NX,NY: number of repetitions in X resp. Y

direction
DX,DY: pitch in X resp. Y direction.

,
@ PNT1

I'~ ........

Type 8. Transformed and repeated compound placement
record. length: 18 words

I.... I A23 I NX I [IX ~ DY

f:f same as 6

The original compound is supposed to be transformed first,
then repeated. The surrounding rectangle span5 the re
sulting array. Sticks cannot be transformed nor repeated;
they only occur in records of type 5.
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When the user places a compound, a box must be drawnl as
calculated from data from file t, but also all its terminal
calls. To avoid the search for terminal calls, they are al
ways added in front of the chain. So terminals, if pres~nt!

constitute the first part of the chain.

The first words of both files (that is on address 0) contain
after a program run first free word pointers, FFWl and FFw2
resp. Therefore the "real" data in fil.e 2 stai"t;,;- on address
t and goes up till address FFW2-t, where a record of type 3
should be. In file t the addresses 1 tillS are n0t used
for not disturbing the regularity in record Length. Having
one record of length t would have a nasty impact on the su
broutines that put and get records to and from disk, as ~iLl

be shown below. So the first data record. starts at address
6, the last one on address FFWt-b.

The logical records just described will be p~t and got ~ lot
of times during an editing session. Thinh f.i. 01 a t~e-

draw. File accesses however take much time and demand ill~Gh

attention of the central processor. For this reason ISLE
has buffers (arrays named NBLOCK, ABLOCK and LBLOCK) G0~t~

ing a block of logical records. One block i5 o~e fj~iGdt

disk record. Putting and gettin(j logical ['ec:::;nj.:; ,s aGi',a H,

and from this arrays. A blocr; cf file'l c,ont.~ins a G::iil.5'ta(it
number (now 50) of logical records. The blocks are nUill

bered. Array NBLOCK contains one of these blocks. Wnen a
record is to be put or got, first the desired blocknurnber is
calculated. If that block is present in N8LOCh, no file ac
e e s sis nee e s s ar y • 1ft h e b l 0 C k i s net j:W e s £: n t t " NELee ~< 1

then the actual block will be written on file jf its C0n~ent

has been changed since it is read from filel then th.;. j'-2'
quested block is read and 10 is done in N8i...OCiC E,1f1Ge
NBLOCK contains many logical records the number of file
accesses is reduced considerably.
For file 2 the basic idea is the same~ but the impl.:?i1lenta
tion is more complicated for two reasons:
-two arrays are used, one alwyas containing the last bloch

of file 2, named LBLOCK, and one holding another block:
ABLOCK. This will save many writings and readings of the
last block, in wich al new input is to be put, since data
of other blocks might be recalled frequently. Think of
reading the terminals of a just placed compound. So no
moving of the last block takes place unless it is full.

-the logical record length is not constant. As a result a
logical record can cross the boundary between two fy5icat
records.

For more details see appendix A, the description of SUDrou
tines GET, PUT, GETFt and PUTFL At the eiH:;! of a se;:;.;iu:l
all buffers are stored and both files are closed.
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Chapter 5: Transformation matrices in ISLF

The final symbolic layout, a product of one or mor~ ISLE
edit sessions, will be described in a symbolic axis system
with an origin, say, on the left bottom corner of th2 IC.
The distance unit is lambda, wich has to be set when o~e

wants to get a GLDL description.
Each compound has its own local co-ordinate system. Short
notation: a co-ordinate (X,Y) in the axis system of com
pound A will be notated as (X,Y)A.
Suppose compound A has been finished and stored, compound 8
is under construction We place compound A on location
(JXL,JYB)B; that is, the left bottom (=l.o.) corner of A is
placed on that position. Then (O,O)A is on position
(IXO,IYO)B, where

IXO=·JXL-JX01
IYO=JYB-JYO·1

JX01 and JY01 from the box of compound A. (See previous
chapter.)
So for a point JX,JY in the co-ordinate syst2ffi of A it
holds:

(JX,JY)B=(JX,JY)A+(IXO,IYO)
The program needs to know this for drawing the call of A 10

B. This transformation is quite simple and can be hs~jlej

without an explicit matrix, wich would be the unity matrix
"pJ.us shift". So this call is stored witho:_d matt~ix.

The situation becomes more complicated when a rotation or
mirroring is requested. For example, wp place A on
(JXL,JYB)B transformed. Again, the (new) l.b. corner of A
is on that spot. To draw A, a transformation (=trcfo) ma
trix is needed. for mathematical reasons (see [4J) it h6S

to be a 3*3 matrix, with third row (O,O,"!). We name the Iil",-

trix MA. In the transformation

Gn =MMG)
holds:

XT=MA(1,1)*X+MA(1,2)*Y+MA(1,3)
YT=MA(2,1)*X+MA(2,2)*Y+MA(2,3)
ZT=Z

That is attained by choosing (notation: MA(I,j)=MAIJ)

(

MA1"! MAt2 MA13)
MA= MA21 MA22 MA23 and Z=1

° ° 1Since the third row of every trafo matrix equals to (0 0,1)
the program does not need to store it. In the data it oaks
as if MA is a 2*3 matrix and the Z value of a ve,::.tCt~, a '.Jot's
equal to 1, never showes up.

How to find MA13 and MA23? Obviously
«0,0)A)B=(MA13,MA23)B

This is the golden rule we should remember in hard times:
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the third coLumn of the trafo matrix MA belonging to a call
of A contains (O,O)A of this caLL in the axis system of 8.
First we split up this placement in tree sequintial 5teps:
t N<JrmaL pLacement, no trafo, l.b. cot~ner 01'1

(JXL,JYB)B. CaLcuLate r.b. corner.
2 Transform the current surrounding rectangle (=surr.

rec.) without any shift.
3 Shift the rotated surr.rec. such that (new)

L.b. corner comes on (JXL,JYB)B.

This is easy to be done:
1 TriviaL. see previous chapter.
2 transform L.b.comer:

'(J XL '1) = (MA 11 MA·12)..(J XL)
JYB1 MA21 MA22 JY8

transform r.b. corner:

(
JXR1)=(MA1t MA12)1I(JXR)
JYT1 MA21 MA22 JYT

If JXRt<JXL1 then swap these
If JYT1<JYB1 then swap these.
Now (JXLt,JYB1) is the L.b.comer.

3 Shift: JXSH=JXL-JXL1
JYSH=JYB-JYB1.

As a resuLt the surr.rec. Lays down just as ~e wanted It,
so this is the complete recipe. To get MAt3 and MA23 alL we
have to do is foLLow this recipel now for ((OjJ)A)B:
t. InitiaL «O,O)A)B=(IXO,IYO)8
2. t ran s for m: (I X0 1) = (.MA'1 t MA12) ~ (I X(; )

IY01 MA2t MA22 1YO
3. Add the just caLcuLated shift:

finaL «O,O)A)B=(IX01+JXSH,IY01+JYSH)8

So MA13=IX01+JXSH
MA23=IY01+JYSH

As the ISLE manuaL showes, the user can also transfo.m an
already pLaced compound. If A was placed withOut trafo~ the
recipe onLy needs a change in the first step; instead '.:if
caLcuLate, read the surr.rec. For (O,O)A there are fiO

changes.
If A has been pLaced with trafo, again the actual surr.r~c.

can be read immediatLy:
1. read surr.rec.
2. irafo surr.rec. with matrix M8 (no shift)

MB is determined by the required second irafo
3. Set JXSH,JYSH and new surr.rec.

About (O,O)A:
L Read (IXOdYO)B from current m.3trix t1A
2. Trafo (IXOt,IYOt)=M8*(IXO,IYO)
3. Add shift: MA13=IXOt+JXSH

MA23=IYOt+JYSH
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and set

(
HA11MA12) = (M e. 11M8 12) *( 1'1 AU 1'1 A'i 2 )
MA21 MA22 M821 M822 MA21 MA22

So MA is upddted

The strategy in drawing the content of a transformed a~d re
peated compound must be:
Do for aLL terminaLs:
-transform the originaL terminaL
-copy as prescribed.

Lets add one more hierarchicaL LeveL. 8 is finished and
pLaced in C, with transformation. More precisely: A is
pLaced in 8 with matrix MA, e. is pLaced in C with matrlx MS.
When the user gives the command EXP 8, a transformation is
needed from (X,Y)A to (X,Y)C. The soLution is clear:

(r)C=MC'[r)A, MC=MB'MA
Do not forget to add the third row (0,0,1) at M8 and MA
first. As a resuLt, MC wiLL get aLso a third i~O:..,i (OIOd),
wiOh can be wiped. The correctness of this manipuLation,
speciaLLy regarding the third coLumn of Mel is not proved
here. A suspicious reader may proof it himself. Rememb2r:
the third column of Me is correct ~~~2~

(MC13,MC23)C=«O,O)A)C.
So for drawing terminaLs or more from compo~nd (celL) A in
the axis system of C an "overaLL" matrix car, be set. If MA
or M8 or both is/are not present explicitLy because thE
transformation onLy consists cf a shift, c suitabLe dummy
can be set up e as i LY• ( I n rea Lit Y the Pi'",~r <J mea I. c 1...1 Lat 25 i fl

those cases MC straight on.) As said, for drawing the sub
tree of A in the axis system of C, Me is en overall. matri~.

Stepping down in this subtree of A we must update the over
aLL matrix: Let A caLL D with trafe matr~jx t'lDl thEn the
subtree of D gets an overaLL matrix ME=MC*MD. The surr.rec.
of D must be transformed with matrix MC, its contents with
ME.
In generaL: for drawing a compound calL record the progra8
needs to know the current overaLL matrix, say MA. This re
cord has, expLicitLy or impLicitLy, an own matrix NB. Then
the overaLL matrix for the content of that compound caLL be
comes MC=MA*M8. (Note: these are exact the names as used
for the tree different matrices in the program. See f.i.
the subroutine DRAW in appendix A.)
Suppose compound 8 has been pLaced transformed and repeated
somewhere, with own trafo matrix MS, and this record has to
be drawn with overaLL matrix MA.
The drawing of the surr.rectangles:

For each copy, do
first calcuLate its surr.rec. out of the original
surr.rec. and repetition prescriptionl
then transform this surr.rec. with MA and draw.
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The drawing of the contents:
For all terminals do
1 get its position in the axis system of 8
2 transform this with MB
3 for all copies of this terminal do

3.1 calculate its position out of transformed position
of the original terminal and repetition prescrip
t ion.

3.2 transform this position with MA and draw
Note: Me is not used explicitly! Reason: the repetition
prescription must be "transformed with MAl not with l1G" ,
while the original terminal position must be calcuLated
using MS. For more details: see appendix A.
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As a conclusion we can say ISLE provides means for interac
tive editing of a symbolic layout with hierarchy.
Its benifit in practice can only be proved when conversion
from the symbolic layout into geometric layo'..jt is made pos
sible.
The benifit can be enlarged by adding

-a compactor, wich is under construction. [2J
-a verificatorl wich checks wether the symbol ic layout maps
correctly on the network description. For this purpose a
reorganisation of the data structure is desi~able and alrea
dy subject of research.
Also means should be provided for reading from and writing
in a library of compounds.
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Appendix A: Description of subprograms

Here all the subroutines used in ISLE are described sketchy.
Often a ALGOL like language is used, but in such a free wa'y'
that many syntax rules are violated. Moreover most algor
ithms are not complete, only the main frame is given.
For explanation of GINO subroutinesJ see the GINO User Manu
al 1:3].

SUBROUTINE BOX
BOX handles the menu command BOX. Algorithm:
RETURN:=FALSE
WHILE NOT RETURN
DO get (X,V) from cursor

IF (X,V) in window
THEN fix first or second corner

of box, depending on NPNTS
ELSE IF (X, V) in menu

THEN IF item means undo
THEN undo box
ELSE RETURN:=TRUE

IF box is fixed
THEN fill in RCF and BOXP and

draw box
OD

SUBROUTINE BLDATA
BLDATA is a disguised BLOCK DATA

SUBROUTINE CHAHAR(I,J) GINO

SUBROUTINE CHAHOL(IHOL) GINO

SUBROUTINE CHAPOS(X,V) GINO

SUBROUTINE CHEXCO
CHEXCO prepares the program on editing an existing compound.
Algorithm:
READ LABEL
try to find LABEL in file '1
IF found

THE N get its r e cordin f i l e '1
READ grid width
adjust scaling
set picture window
get start chain pointer LCH
get end chain pointer LLP
REDRAW
WORI{ t

ELSE retry

SUBROUTINE CHOICE
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This subroutine takes care of the S2ssion initialisation and
asks the user to choose out of a list of options, concerning
the kind of work to be done.
Rough algorithm:
set GINO initialisation
read file directory
set file titles
inquire residency of files
IF new files

THEN set file pointers FFW1,FFW2
set last block numbers LBN,L8NN
fill fi le 1 with sticknames

ELSE read FFW1,FFW2
calculate LBN,LBNN
read last block of file 2

in L8LOO<
READ cho i ce-
call appropriate subroutine

SUBROUTINE CMSK
Not yet implemented. Should output a CMSK descri~tion of a
compound.

SUBROUTINE COMP
COMP handles the menu command COMPo
Rough algorithm:
READ LABEL of compound to be placed,
find LABEL in f i l e 1. Empt y l abE: l

means RETURN
IF compound under construction is old

THEN check loop introduction
C loop: compound under constuction
C is member of the subtree of
C compo to be placed.
get record of LABEL from file 1
read its surra rec.
Now a loop showes up in wich the user might:
-specify a transformation (ITEM=11 or 7)
or even a sequence of transf.(TRAFO:=TRUE)

-specify a (sequence of) placement(s)
(INWIN=TRUE,BUNDO:=TRUE)

-undo the last placement (ITEM=29)
-give another menu command (RETURN)

An example of a loop would be: see appcndiA 81 pla8e T0T in
BMIR.

SUBROUTINE COMPAC
Not yet implemented. Should compact a c0~pound.

SUBROUTINE CONECO
CONECO stands for COmpose NEw COmpound.
Rough algorithm:
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-initialize chain pointers LCH and LLP
and anchor list pointers FFA,FFI
No loopchecking: NEW:=TRUE

-read LABEL
-check LABEL. (Empty label=RETURN)
-fill in LABEL and address of begin

compound record in array RCF
-read desired grid width and scale

factor
-calculate scale and picture window
-store scale and l.b.point of pic.win.

in SCST,IXZMST,IYZMST
-initalize ICP and ISW (see description

of COMMON"blocks)
-call MENU1
-call WOR.~1

SUBROUTINE COPMAT(A,B)
INTEGER A(2,]),B(2,])
COPMAT copies matrix A in B

SUBROUTINE COPY(NC)
COpy takes care of the menu commands REP.X (NC=1) and REP.Y
(NC=2). The main part of the algorithm has the for'ffi cf a
loop, starting at label 10.
Rough algorithm:
get (X,Y) from CURSOR
IF (X,Y) in window

.THEN find anchor JXA,JYA
get record of pointed compo call
call CURSOR:pic. co-or. JXB,JY8
check ortho
pitch:=JXB-JXA or JYB-JYA
read NX or NY
set record REC, depending on
the value of NC,REP, sign(IDX or IDY)
put record, update chain
draw record

ELSE check if X,Y in menu
IF so AND ITEM means undo

THEN undo last repetition
ELSE RETURN

SUBROUTINE CURDEFCHOL) GINO

SUBROUTINE CURSORCL,X,Y) GINO

SUBROUTINE DASHED( .••. ) GINO

SUBROUTINE DELETE
DELETE handles the menu command DELI.
Rough algorithm:
RETURN:=FALSE
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WHILE NOT RETURN
DO get (X,Y) from CURSOR

IF (X,Y) in menu
THEN IF ITEM means undo

THEN undo last delete
ELSE RETURN:=TRUE

ELSE IF (X,V) in window
THEN find anchor JX,JY in

anchorlist
release corresponding
record LP of the chain

C i.e. the successor of LP gets as predecessor
C the pred. of LP and the pred. of LP gets a5

C succ. the SL~CC. of LP. The recard LP 1S !JOT
C changed.

rem 0 v!? row J 0 f the ail Q he I' l i.:; t
C wich List depends on the vaLue of LINE

-Note: now undo means recaLL the oLd state 01 S~CCESS0r a~d

predecessor pointers and, if affected, LCH and LL? and re
pair. row J of LA or LI (see descr. of COMMON bLocks)

SUBROUTINE DEVEND GINO

SUBROUTINE DEVSPECI) GINO

LOGICAL FUNCTION DIGIT(I,NUM)
I is a number of a menu item (-1,2, ••• ,40)
DIGIT becomes TRUE if the menu item was a digit. Then
NUM gets the vaLue of the digit.

SUBROUTINE DRABOX(XL,YB,XR,YT)
(XL,YB) and (XR,YT) are the Left bottom, re3p. right top
corner of a rectangLe in picture co-ordinates. CIt are
REALS!) DRABOX converts them to screen co-ordinates
(XSL,YSB,XSR,YST) and caLLs DRAREC.

SUBROUTINE DRACNT(ISX,ISY,JXAST,JYAST,MA,I)
1SX: scale factor in X-direction
ISY: scaLe factor in V-direction
(JXAST,JYAST) is centre of contact (pic.Go.)
MA(2,3): transformat ion matri x
1: denotes type of contact
DRACNT draws a contact symboL:
-scaLe standard symboL (centre on CO,O)
-place symbol on (JXAST,JYAST)
-transform with MA
-converse to screen co-or.
-draw symbol

SUBROUTINE DRACOM(LPN,JN)
DRACOM draws tha compound, who's record in file 1 is on ad
dress LPN, and its c~ntent up to IN leveLs deep.
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Algorithm:
get record LPN of file 1
read surr. rec.
adept scaling and picture window

to sur"r.rec.
draw picture window
draw surr.rec.
draw terminals
first son:=first son of LPN
MA:=unity matrix
J:=JN I. Drawing leveL
RETIJRN:=FALSE
WHILE NOT RETURN
DO WHILE J>1 AND first son exists

DO draw first son with trafo MA
put on stack: his successor

11A
J

J:=J-1
M8:=trafo matrix beLonging to the

call of first son.
MA:=MA*M8 (overaLL matrix for content

of first son)
first son:=first son of first san

OD
IF stacks are empty

THEN RETURN:=TRUE
ELSE get from top of stach

first S<Jfi

MA
J

remove top of stack
OD
Note: "first son" iS3 compound calt.;r' d stich Gatt.

SU8ROUTINE DRARECeXSL,YSB,XSR,YST)
(XSL,YS8) and eXSR,YST) are left bottom, resp right top
corner of a rectangle in screen co-ordinates. 1t ~re REALS.
DRAREC draws the rectangle by calling th~ appropriate GINO
subroutines.

SU8ROUTINE DRATRAeISX,ISY,JXAST,JYAST,MA,IJ
See DRACNT, now for transistor. The symbol is partwl~~

scaled, transformed and drawed, i.e. rectangL2 aft2r rec
tarlgLe.

SU8ROUTINE DRAW(LP,MA,IEXTLA)
LP: startaddress of record
MA: transformation matrix (2,])
IEXTLA: =0 no extension anchor list

=1 extension anchor l st.
DRAW draws one compound or st ck J3ll recorj, startj~9 O~

address LP, after transformat on by overaLL ~atrj~ MA.



ROIJgh algorithm:
get record
check record type
read surrounding rectangle

trafo matrix MB if present
repetition part if present

e If no rep.part is specified, then
C NX:=NY:=1 and IDX:=IDY:=O
IF compound call

THEN reduce surr.t~ec. in respect
to rep.part

FOR IX=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NX-1
DO FOR IY=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NY-1

DO surr.rec.I:=surr.rec+
(IX*IDX ,IY*IDY)

trafo surr.rec.I by MA
calc. visible part of s~rr.

rec.I
draw visible part

OD
OD
IF MB not preaent

THEN set MB: unity matrix
with shift

MC:=MA*MB
C MC is the overall trafc matr-i I. for
e the subtree of compound call LP. See
C also chapter 6.
e No\ol draw the terminals of compcl..Hlcl, if
e present. Note: they form front part of
e chain.

NC:=address of first record in chain
IF NOT NC=-1

THEN RETURN:=FALSE
ELSE RETURN:=TRUE

WHILE NOT RETURN
DO get record NC

IF terminal call 'l. LCN=28
THEN calc. centre point JXA,JYA

trafo with Me.
FOR IX=1 .•. NX-1
DO FOR IY=1 ••• NY-1

DO IXA,IYA:=JXA,JYA+
IX*IDX,IY*ID'Y
trafo IXA,IYA with MA
IF IXA,IYA in pic.wind.

THEN draw term. symbol
OD

OD
NC:=successor of NC
IF NC=-1 THEN RETURN:~TRUE

ELSE RETURN:=TRUE
OD

PAGE 3:2
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ELSE NC:=-1 XSTICK CALL
IF stick=line

THEN draw visible part of line after
trafo with MA

ELSE calc. centre point JXA,JYA
trafo with MA
IF in picture window

THEN set scale factors
cl'r.3w symbo l

Note:
At termination NC is the address of the first non terminal
call of LP.

SUBROUTINE DRAWC(KG)
KG=!: RETURN without new value for ITEM
KG=2: RETURN with new value of ITEM.
DRAWC handles the menu command DRAW.
Rough algorithm:
RETlJRN:=FALSE
WHILE NOT RETURN
DO read NlJM from menu

IF NUM=t
THEN read LABEL

C empty label=escape
find LABEL in file t
K:=address of LABEL

ELSE read JX,JY in window
find anchor JX,JY
LP:=address of compound call
get K=address of compound LABEL

read J=number of levels
clear screen
store actual picture ~jndow

call DRACOMO"(,J)
wait for "go Otl" I. READ( •• )i'1
recall stored scale and pic.wind.
redraw last picture

OD

SUBROUTINE DUMPBL
This subroutine puts the three blocks In ABLOCK,NBLOCK and
LBLOC~< on file.

SUBROUTINE EMERG(LP)
LP: address of record in wich loop is detected,
EMERG is called when the program finds cut (f.i. in REDRAW)
that a record contains a successor pointer pointing to it
self. If the program functionates corr2ctly concernl~g the
chainpointers, this will never happen.
Algorithm:
clear screen
get record LP



print record LP and error messag2
make formatted datafiles i.call INFO
lock files
STOP program

SUBROUTINE ERROR(NUMBER)
ERROR denotes a menu command syntax rules violation or
erwise incorrect input by setting a blinking point in
of the appropriate error message below the menu.
Algorithm:
move beam to desired point
draw 50 times a Little rectangle

SUBROUTINE EXP
EXP handles the menu command EXP.
Rough algorithm:
RETURN:=FALSE
WHILE NOT RETURN
DO get X,V from cursor

IF X,V in window
THEN convert X,V to JXA,JYA i.pic. co-or.

find anchor JXA,JYA
get record LPf\
check if compound call i.LCN)42
read or set trafo matrix MA
LP:=address cf Last call in compound LPA
TERMINAL:=FALSE
WHILE NOT lP=-1 AND NOT TERMINAL
DO get record LP

IF terminal call
THEN TERMINAL:=TRUE
ELSE draw record with MA

LP:=prede~essvr of LP
OD

ELSE IF X,V in menu
THEN RETURN:~TRVE

OD

oth
f 1"'0 n t

SUBROUTINE EXTLA(JX,JY,LP)
JX,JY: anchor point (pic.eo-or.)
LP: address in file 2 of corresponding

stick(not line) or compound call.
EXTLA adds JX,JY,LP to array LA in the first free ro~ FFA.

SUBROUTINE EXTLI(JX1,JY1,JX2,JY2,LP)
(JX1,JY1) l (JX2,JY2) are left bottom and t~jght t·Jp C0rner' .:;f
the surrounding rectangle of a line calL (pi~.co-or).

LP is the address in file 2 of the corresponding Line caLL.
EXTLI adds the "anchor area" and LP to art~ay LI in .t". I u"Sl

free row FFI.

S~BROUTINE FILLF1
This subroutine puts in file 1 the names of the st ieks '. ,,-,.. .J

Qlf~



the pointers to their description in a GLDL
this moment no GLDL desorption exists so aLL
have a niLL vaLue (-1).
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in fiLe 2. At
the pointer-s

SUBROUTINE FILRD1(BN,BLOCK)
FILRD1 reads fysicaL record BN+l from fiLe 1 in array BLOC~.

(BLocks are numbered 0,1,... ,records are numbered
·1,2, .... )

SUBROUTINE FILRD2(BN,BLOCK)
Same as FILRD1, no~ for fiLe 2.

SUBROUTINE FILWR1(BN,BLOCK)
FILWR1 writes array BLOCK in record 8~Tl of fiLe 1.

SUBROUTINE FILWR2(BN,BLOCK)
same as FILWR1, now for fiLe 2.

LOGICAL FUNCTION FINDAN(JX,JY,LP,J)
JX,.JY: point to be identified
If search was successfuLl, then:
LP:=address in fiLe 2 of corresponding

stick or compound caLL.
J:=row number of row in LA (LINE=FALSE)

or LI (LINE=TRUE) in wich anCh(H~ was
found. (used fai. in DELETE)

Idea: JX,JY is the centre of a search window. The ,atue of
the precision switch ISW defines the climei1sio,lS of the
search window. (1*1 or FSCALE*FSCALE Lambda; See aLso
chapter 4.
First FINDAN tries to find an anchor point in LA that faLls
in the search window. If this is ~ot SUGc~ssfuLtl the
search is continued in LI: now it -is checked if -:3 poirlt in
oronth e pre s e tl t r e c tan 9 l es f aLL s i i1 the SEa r- c f1 \<i j i1 d Co !_~ •

Warning: FINDAN stops as soon as a suitabLe ",r.chell' is
found, it does not Look for more candidates. This couLd be
tiresome, speciaLy if ISW=-l ("big" search \;,'itidow).
Rough aLgorithm:
set search window % IHF:= ...
J:::1
FINDAN:=FALSE
WHILE NOT FINDAN AND J<FFA
DO IF anchor(J) is in search window

THEN FINDAN:=TRUE
LINE:::FALSE
LP:::LA[JJ

ELSE J: =J+ol
OD
1:=1
WHILE NOT FINDAN AND I<FFI
DO IF point in or con rectangLe(l) is

in search window
THEN FINDAN:=TRUE
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LINE:=TRUE
J : =1
LP:=LI[JJ

ELSE 1:=1+1
OD

LOGICAL FUNCTION FINDLACLA8EL!K)
LABEL: label to be found in file 1
~~ : address of LA8EL, iff QI..Ina
FINDLA tries to find label LABEL of a compound in file 1.
To this aim it inspects the addresses 42,ft 8,S4, ••• until
the label is found or the end of the file is reached.

SU8ROUTINE FINE
FINE sets or resets the precision switch ISW.
3.
ISW=1: FSCALE grid
ISW=2: one lambda grid
Rough algor it hm:
ISW:=2
RETURN:=FALSE
WHILE NOT RETURN
DO get X,V from cursor

IF X,Y in menu
THEN IF ITEM means undo

THEN ISl~:=l

ELSE RETURN:=TRUE
ELSE error message

OD

SEe chapter'

SUBROUTINE GETCPNT,REC)
GET gets the logical record, starting on address PNT, in
array REC. First sea c~apter 4.
Rough algorithm:
calc. blocknumber BN and block pointer 8W
RECPNT:=1
FINISHED:=FALSE
WHILE NOT FINISHED
DO IF block BN present in LBLOCK

THEN IF RECPNT=l
THEN read recard type %=LBLOCKCBW)

set RECLEN %length of reco~d

WHILE NOT FINISHED
DO RECCRECPNT):=LBLOCKCBW)

FINISHED:=CRECPNT=RECLEN)
RECPNT:=RECPNT+l
BW=BW+1

OD
ELSE IF block BN present in ABLOCK

THEN IF RECPNT=1
THEN read record type

set RECLEN
ENDBLOCf<;: =FALSE
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WHILE NOT FINISHED AND NOT ENDBLOCK
DO RECCRECPNT):=A8LOCKCBW)

FINISHED:=CRECPNT=RECLEN)
RECPNT:=RECPNT+1
ENDBLOCK:=CBW=bLockLength)
8W:=BW+1

00
IF ENDBLOCK
THEN BN:=BN+1

BW:=l
ELSE put ABLOCK on fiLe if neceSSdr;

get bLock BN in ABLOCK
00

Note: if rec~rd is present in LBLOCK, i.e. l~st block!
then there lS no need to check on ENDBLOCK. Ho~eYer in
PUT(PNT,REC) it is aL~ays necessary.

SUBROUTINE GETF1CPNT,REC)
GETFl gets the logicaL record starting on address PNT in
fiLe 1 in array REC. See first chapter 4.
The algorithm is more simpLe then in GET b8causE the reccr'Q
Length is a constant and, more important, onLy one block is
invoLved and bLocks al~ays contain non-divid?d recor~s.

Rough aLgorithm:
caLc. blocknumber 8N and bLock pointer BW
IF BN not present in NBLOCK

THEN put block present in N8LOCK
if necessary

qet block BN from fiLe 1
FOR RECPNT:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL rec. Length
DO RECCRECPNT):=NBLOCKCBW)

BW:=BW+l
00

SUBROUTINE GETMAT(MA,REC)
GETMAT reads matrix MAC2,3) ro~ by rc~ f,"om record REC.

LOGICAL FUNCTION GETMEN(X,V,ITEM)
X,V: crosshair position, given by CURSOR
ITEM: corresponding item number if X,Y

is in menu frame.
ALgorithm:
GETMEN:=X,V is in menu frame
IF GETMEN

THEN NROW:=r.umber of ro~ in ~ich

cro5shair is pLaced.
NCOL:=same for column
ITEM:=(NROW-l>*4+NCOL

C So ITEM=l,2, .•. ,40 row by row.

SUBROUTINE GETWF1(PNT,WRD) .
,GETWF1 gets the word on address PNT in fiLe 1 and assigns it
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to WRD.
Algorithm:
calc. blocknumber 8N and blockpointer 8W
IF block BN not present in NBLOCK

THEN put NBLOCK on fil2 if necessary
get block BN from file in NBLOCK

WRD:=N8LOCK(BW)

SUBROUTINE GETWRD(PNT,WRD)
GETWRD gets a word from file 2 on address PNT and assigns it
to WRD. The algorithm is a bit more complicated than in
GETWF1 since two blocks are involved.
Algorithm:
calc. blocknumber BN and blockpointer BW
IF block BN present in LBLOCK

THEN WRD:=LBLOCKC8W)
ELSE IF block BN not present in ABLOCK

THEN put A8LOCK on file if necessary
get block BN in ABLOCK

WRD: =A8LOC~( C8~~)

SUBROUTINE INFO
INFO takes care of the production of two text fiL'2s in ,..;ic;~;
the d a t a i n f i l e ·1 a tl ci f i Le 2, wi ch a (' e b i fl a r y 5 C U n i" e a J _.
able, is written. Actually the work is dona by READl and
READ2

LOGICAL FUNCTION INVIND(LCN)
LCN: adclress in file 1 of compound t"laffii:l <Hid

therefore itself an identification of
that compound.

ININV inquires if compound LeN is present in array INVEST.
Used in LOOP. Meaning: compound LeN and its subtree ar[
already investigated.

SUBROUTINE INPUTCL,X,Y,ITEMPR,ITEM,INWIND)
L,X,Y: same as in CURSOR
ITEMPRdNWIND: logicals
ITEM: same as ITEM in GETMEN.
INPUT is written by X.Timmermans to unable stick input by
using a graphics tablet. As Long as a Tectronix T4014 is
used, it is sufficient to know that the algorithm of input
may be described as
IF dev i ce=T40·14

THEN call CURSORCL,X,Y)
IF X,Y, in picture '""indo''';

THEN INWIND:=TRUE
ITEMPR:=FALSE

ELSE INWIND:=FALSE
IF X,Y, in menu
THEN ITEMPR:~TRVE

ITEM:= •••
ELSE ITEMPR:=FALSE
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FUNCTION INTX(A)
A: screen X co-ordinate.
INTX converts the screen X co-ordinate into a picture
co-ordinate INTX. The conversion dep2nds on the value of
the precision switch ISW

SUBROUTINE INVIND
INVIND is invo"':ed when an invalid index is detected in GET
or PUT, more precisely, when the integer point~d b; PNT or,
in PUT, the first integer in REC cannot be a record type
number. If so, file 2 is written word by word (GET does not
work anymore!) in a text file (8 words per record) fOi~ later
ins p ec t ion by the use r, all f i l es are l Q eke d a :1>:! the p r~ C '~(3 in
stops after a message.

LOGICAL FUNCTION INWIN(X,Y)
X,Y: screen co-ord.
IF X,Y in drawing window

THEN INWIN:=TRUE
ELSE INWIN:=FALSE

SUBROUTINE IODEF(A,B,C) GINO

SUBROUTINE LINBY2(X,Y) GINO

SUBROUTINE LINE(NTYPE)
LINE handles the menu commands METAL, POLY, DIFF and RUNX.
NTYPE denotes the type of the line.
Note: startpoint of a linepiece:JX2,JY2

endpoint: JX1,JY1
Rough algorithm:
RETURN:=FALSE
WHILE NOT RETURN
DO get X,Y from cursor %screen co-or.

IF X,Y in window
THEN IF first point of line

THEN convert X,Y to JX2,JY2 %pic.co-or.
ELSE IF second point

THEN convert to JX1,JY1
set linepiece
swap (JX1,JY1),(JX2,JY2)

ELSE IF L means continue Line
THEN convert to JX1,JY1

set Linepiece
swap (JX1,JY'l),eJX2,JY2)

ELSE convert to JX2,JY2
C JX2,JY2 is first point of new line

ELSE IF ITEM=digit
THEN span:=digit
ELSE IF ITEM means undo

THEN undo last linepiece
ELSE RETURN:=TRVE

OD
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Algorithm of "set linepiece":
check vert.,horiz. or not ortho.
set record REC
set chain pointers
put record
draw record

SUBROUTINE LINT02(X,Y) GINO

LOGICAL FUNCTION LOOP(CUC,CTBP)
LOOP checks if compound CUC is called in the subtree of ~om

pount CTBP. If so, CTBP is not allowed to be placed ir, CJiij"

pound cue. In fact, no labels are compared but their ad
dresses in file 1-
Therefore:
CUC=address of label of compound

under construction.
CTBP=address of label of compound

to be placed
Rough algorithm:
LOOP:=FALSE
RETURN:=FALSE
SUCC:=-1 I.successor:=nil
LCN1:=CUC
LCN2:=CTBP
WHILE NOT RETURN AND NOT LOOP
DO LOOP:=(LCN1=LCN2)

IF NOT LOOP
THEN add LCN2 to INVEST

IF NOT SUCC=-1 I.succ. exists
THEN get record SUCC

SUCC:=succ. of SVCC
LCN:=address of sLIce. label
IF LCN means stick OR LeN present

in INVEST
THEN skip
ELSE put on stack:LCN

SUCC
LSUCC:=address of first compound or

stick call in compound LCN2.
S~<IP:=TRUE

WHILE SKIP AND NOT LSUCC=-1
DO get record LSUCC

LCN:=address of label
LSUCC:=succ.of LSUCC
SKIP:=LCN means stick or

LCN in INVEST
OD
IF LSUCC=-1
THEN SKIP:=TRUE

WHILE S~UP

DO IF stack empty
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THEN RETURN:=TRUE
Sf'~IP:=FALSE

ELSE get LCN and LSUCC
from top of stack
SKIP:=LCN in INVEST
LCN2:=LCN

OD
ELSE LCN2:=LCN

OD

MAIN
The only activity of the main program is calling CHOICE. So
CHOICE might be seen as main program.

LOGICAL FUNCTION MAISMX(MA,MX)
MA,MX: 2*3 matrices
MAISMX:=MA=MX

SUBROUTINE MATMAT(A,B,C)
INTEGER A,B,C: 2*3 matrices
C:=A*B (after adding third row D,D,1!)

SUBROUTINE MATVCR(A,X,Y)
REAL X,Y
INTEGER AU,3)

X A X
Y . - *Y
1 D D 1 1

SUBROUTINE MATVEC(A,X,Y)
Same as MATVCR, but now X and Yare integers.

SUBROUTINE MENUFI(IROW,ICOL,IHOL)
IROW: row number
ICOL: column number
IHOL: array containing string terminated by '*.'
MENUFI puts the contents of IHOL in the menu square denoted
by IROW and ICOL.

SUBROUTINE MENUFR
This subroutine draws a menu
error messages, the label of
and a legenda are written.

frame on the screen. Also
the compound under construction

SUBROUTINE MENU1
MENU1 draws the menu on the screen plus messages and the
picture window plus scale marks.
A l gar i t hm:
call MENUFR
fill. all. menu squares
call ROOST

SUBROUTINE MOVBY2(X,Y) GINO
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SUBROUTINE MOVT02(X,Y) GINO

SUBROUTINE NEWFIL
NEWFIL puts FFW1 and FFW2 on file 1 resp. file 2, puts the
blocks present in ABLOCK, NBLOCK and LBLOCK on file (by
DUMPBL) and locks files 1,2,6 and 7

SUBROUTINE PICGLE GINO

SUBROUTINE POINT(NTYPE)
NTYPE: denotes type of stick element.
POINT handles the menu commands TRANV, TRANH, LOADV, LOADH,
D-MCT, P-MCT, BURCT and TERM.
Rough algorithm:
set default length and width
RETURN:=FALSE
WHILE NOT RETURN
DO get X,Y from cursor

IF X,Y in menu
THEN IF ITEM=digit

THEN IF first digit
THEN length:=digit
IF second digit
THEN width:=digit
IF third or more
THEN error message

ELSE IF ITEM means undo
THEN undo last placement
ELSE RETURN:=TRUE

ELSE IF X,Y in window
THEN convert to JX,JY

set record REG
set chainpointers

C Terminals in front! ~!

put record
draw record

ELSE error message
OD

SUBROUTINE PUT(PNT,REC)
PUT puts the logical record REC on file 2 starting on ad
dress PNT. First see chapter 4.
Rough Algorithm:
RECPNT:=1
set REGLEN,BN,BW
C recordlength,blocknumber,
C blockpointer
FINISHED:=FALSE
WHILE NOT FINISHED
DO IF BN) OR = LBN

THEN ENDBLOCK:=BN}LBN
WHILE NOT ENDBLOCK AND NOT

FINISHED
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DO LBLOCK(8W):=REC(RECPNT)
END8LOCK:=BW=blocklength
FINISHED:=RECPNT=RECLEN
8W:=8W+1
RECPNT:=RECPNT+t

OD
IF NOT FINISHED
THEN put L8LOCK on file

L8N:=L8N+t
IF RECPNT)-l
THEN 8N:=8N+t

8W:=t
ELSE IF 8N=A8N

THEN END8LOCK:=FALSE
WHILE NOT END8LOCK AND NOT

FINISHED
DO A8LOCK(8W):=RECCRECPNT)

END8LOCK:=8W=blocklength
FINISHED:=RECPNT=RECL£N
BW:=8W+t
RECPNT:=RECPNT+t

OD
ELSE put A8LOCK on file if nee,

get block 8N in A8LOCK
OD

SU8ROUTINE PUTF1(PNT,REC)
PUTF1 puts logical record REC on file t starti~g on address
PNT. The algorithm is a simplification of the one i~ PUT,
because no logical record exceeds an end of a fysieal record
(so no END8LOCK test is executed) and only one array BLOCK
is involved.
Rough algorithm:
set blocknumber 8N, blockpointer 8W
IF NOT 8N=N8N
THEN put N8LOCK on file if necessary

IF 8N< OR = L8NN
THEN get block 8N in N8LOCK
ELSE clear N8LOCK

L8NN:=8N
N8N:=8N

FOR RECPNT:=1 STEP t UNTIL RECLEN
DO N8LOCK(8W):=REC(RECPNT)

8W:=8W+1 .

SU8ROUTINE PUTMATCMA,REC)
PUTMAT puts matrix MA(213) in record REC, row by row, on in
dices 9 until 14

SU8ROUTINE PUTWF1(PNT,REC)
PUTWF1 puts word WRD in file 1 on place PNT
Rough algorithm:
set blocknumber 8N, blockpointer BW
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IF NOT BN=NBN
THEN put NBLOCK on file if nee.

IF BN< OR = LBNN
THEN get block BN in NBLOCK
ELSE clear NBLOCK

LBNN:=BN
NBN:=BN

NBLOCK(BW):=WRD

SUBROUTINE PUTWRD(PNT,WRD)
PUTWRD puts word WRD in file 2 on place PNT.
Rough algorithm:
set blocknumber BN, blockpointer BW
IF BN greater or equal LBN
THEN IF BN)LBN

THEN put LBLOCK on file
clear LBLOC.~

LBLOC.~ (BW) : =WRD
ELSE IF NOT BN=ABN

THEN put ABLOCK on file if changed
get block eN in ABLOCK

ABLOCK(BW):=WRD

SUBROUTINE READ1
READ1 reads all
and puts them
f He 6.

the logical records from the binary fiLe 1
formatted! 50 readable for human beings! in

SUBROUTINE READ2
Same as READ1, now from file 2 to file 7.
Note: All logical records present are shown! also those who
are not hooked in a chain anymore, f.i. because of a de
let e.

SUBROUTINE REDRAW
REDRAW resets the screen, draws the menu and the current
picture window (all by calling MENU1) and draws the visible
part of the current compound.

SUBROUTINE ROTMIR(L)
ROTMIR handles the menu commands ROT (L=1) and MIR (L=2).
The compound pointed to may have a transformation part alre
ady, or a repetition part or both!
Rough algorithm:
RETURN:=FALSE
ERROR:=TRUE
WHILE ERROR
DO get X,V from cursor

IF X,V in menu
THEN IF ITEM=digit

THEN get appropriate standard trafo
matrix in MA

ELSE RETURN:=TRUE



ERROR:=FALSE
ELSE error message

OD
WHILE NOT RETURN
DO get X,Y from cursor

IF X,Y in menu
THEN IF ITEM means undo

THEN undo last trafc
ELSE RETURN:=TRUE

ELSE IF X,Y in window
THEN convert to JXA!JYA (pic.eo-cr.)

find anchor JXA!JYA
get its record
read sur.rec. and rep.part
calc. new sur.rec.
get matrix MB from record
calc. new MB

C The way how depends on the type of the record
shift rep.part in record
put MB in record
update record type
put record on file

C on old place if type is not changed, else in
C the back

update chainpointers
draw record

ELSE error message
OD

SUBROUTINE SHIFT
SHIFT handles the menu command SHIFT.
Rough algorithm:
RETURN:=FALSE
WHILE NOT RETURN
DO get X,Y from cursor

IF X,Y in window
THEN convert to JXA,JYA (pic.co-or.)

find anchor JXA,JYA
get its record
get X,Y from cursor
IF X,Y in window
THEN convert to JX,JY

shift:=JX-JXA
JY-JYA

update record
put record
draw record

ELSE IF in menu
THEN RETURN:=TRUE
ELSE error message

C and GOTO begin of loop
ELSE IF X,Y in menu

THEN IF ITEM means uncle

PAGE , c
~--'
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THEN undo Last shift
ELSE RETURN:=TRUE

ELSE error message
OD

SUBROUTINE STKOFL(JSS,JSJ)
INTEGER JSS(10),JSJ(10)
JSS is the "successor" stack in
stack. STKOFL takes action when
message is given, the stacks are
Locked and the program stops.

DRAcor-l, JSJ the "LeveL"
a stack overflow occurs: a
put on fiLEl alL fiLes ,we

SUBROUTINE STOPCC(CONT)
LOGICAL CONT
STOPCC handLes the menu command STOP. The actions depend on
wether the user has specified a box or not. If no box ex
ists, then STOPCC fixes one. (The smalLest fitting) ELse
STOPCC checks if aLL surrounding r~ctangLes from items
pLaced in the compound Lie inside the box. If not,
CONT:=FALSE, an error message is given and control is given
back to WORK1: the crosshair appears. If the box was al
right, the record for file 1 is set and put.

SUBROUTINE SUCPRE(REC)
INTEGER REC(20)
SUCPRE sets the successor and the predecessor pointer in
REC:
REC(7) :=-"1
REC(B):=LLP (=last record in chain so far)
Moreover, if the chain was not empty, then the suc~essor of
record LLP is set: FFW2. If the chain was emptYl then
LCH:=FFW2. FinaLLy LLP:=FFW2. Remind: record REC wi LL be
put on address FFW2. For meanings of variabLes see the COM
MON bLocks at the end of this appendix.

SUBROUTINE SWAP(I,J)
SWAP swaps 1 and J.

SUBROUTINE T4014 GINO

SUBROUTINE UNDO(LINE)
LOGICAL LINE
UNDO takes care of the simple undo actions: the undoing of
a placement of a stick or a compound. It needs to know if
it was a Line or not.
Rough algorithm:
reset FFW2: FFW2:=LLP

LLP : LLP:=predecessor of item
IF predecessor exists
THEN succ.of pred.:=-1
ELSE LCH:=-1 I. empty chain.
IF LINE
THEN reset FFI: FFI:=FFI-1
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ELSE reset FFA: FFA:=FFA-1

SUBROUTINE UNPACK
UNPACK handles the menu command UNPK. Only compound caLLs
without repetition can be unpacked. If the compound ca~L

has not a trafo matrix, then its subcompounds onLy get an
extra shift. ELse they all get a matrix. For repeted com-
pounds the X-repetition and V-repetition may exchange.
Moreover the trafo matrix may get another third coLumn since
another "copy" may become "originaL" compound, i.e. the
left bottom compound in the repetition.
Rough algorithm:
RETURN:=FALSE
WHILE NOT RETURN
DO get X,V from cursor

IF X,V in window
THEN convert to JX,JV (pic.co-or.)_

find anchor JX,JV
get its record
check if repetition
check if stick
release from chain
remove anchor from list
IF no matrix
THEN caLc. shift

LP:=first "non terminaL son"
WHILE NOT LP=--l
DO get record LP

add shift
set chainpointers
put and draw record
LP:=successor of LP

00
ELSE get matrix MA from record

LP:=first "non terminaL 50n"
WHILE NOT LP=-l
DO get record LP

LP:=successor of LP
trafo sur.rec. with MA
IF stick
THEN update type (V/H)
ELSE get matrix MB from record

or set one
MC:=MA*MB
IF rep.part present
THEN shift rep.part

update r~ep.part

put MC in record
put and draw record

00
ELSE IF X,V in menu

THEN IF ITEM m~ans undo
THEN undo Last unpack
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ELSE RETURN:=TRVE
ELSE error message

OD

SUBROUTINE WINDOW(Ij GINO

SUB ROUT I NE WOR.<1
WORK1 arranges
subroutine to
most cases ITEM
are followed b'l
in WORf<1, f.i.
STOpeC. (GOTO
editing sEssion

the switching from one menu command handling
another, depending on the value of ITEM. In
gets a new value in such a subroutine; they
GOTO 20. If not the cursor got to be called
after a REDRAW or after an unsuccessfull
10) And the first menu command of a compound
is read in WORK1.

FUNCT ION XSC (X)
XSC converts picture co-ordinate X to screen co-ordinate XSC

FUNCTION YSC(Y)
VGC converts picture co-ordinate Y into screen cc-ordinate
YSC

SU8ROUTINE ZOOM(I)
1=1: zoom in
1=2: zoom out
ZOOM handles the menu commands ZMIN and
unde zooming. Main actions: calculate
and redraw picture.
Re;u';lh algor i t hm:
RETIJRN:=FALSE
WHILE NOT RETURN
DO get X,V from cursor

IF in menu
THEN IF ITEM means undo

THEN set default pic.wind.
catl REDRAW

ELSE RETURN:=TRUE
ELSE IF in window

THEN convert to JX1,JY1
"Same for second point JX2,JY2 n

IF zoom in
THEN map (JX2-JX1)*<JY2-JY1) on

screen window (280*250 mm.)
FSCALE:= .••
set new pic. wind.
call REDRAW

ELSE convert (JXl ,.JY1) I (JX2,JY2) to
screen co. (XS1,YS1),(XS2,YS2)
map current pic.wind on
(XS1-XS1)*(YS2-YS1)
FSCALE: = •••
set new pic.wind
c.3ll REDRAW

ZMOUT, including
ne~ picture window
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Common bl0Cks and their variables:
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ABL
ABN
ABLOCK

LWRITE

CHAIN
LCH

LLP

FF
FFW1
FFW2
N

number of block present in ABLOCK
array{1000), containing block ABN
from file 2
logical. LWRITE=TRUE means contents
of block has been changed, so block has
to be put on file in due time.

address of first stick or compound
call record in current chain
same for last call

first free word in file 1
first free word in file 2
array(20), containing indices for
the logical records.

FRAME
XML· left X co-or. of menu frame
YMB bottom V co-or.
XMR right X co-ora
YMT top Y co-ord, all screen co-or.
IP number of rows in menu
Ie number of columns
AH height of one menu square
AL lenght of one menu square

INV
INVEST array(100), containing invested compound

label addresses, used with loop checking
JI first free index of INVEST

ISCCM
SCST
IXZMST
IVZMST

LACM
FFA
LA

FFI
LI

default scale
default left X value of pic.win.
default bottom V value of pic.win.

first free row of LA
array(100,3), containing anchorpoints JX,JY
and addresses of corresponding call LP
(no lines)
first free row of LI
array(SO,S), containing anchor rectangles
JX1,JY1,JX2,JY2 and addresses of corr.
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line pl.3cement

LBL
LBN

BL
LBLOC~\

LPCM
NLP
NC

Me

number of block present in LBLOCK;
last block of file 2
block lenght
array(1000), containing block LBN

successor of record drawn by DRAW
address of first non terminal stick
or compound call in the definition of
the compound just drawn by DRAW.
array(2,3), overall trafo matrix for the
content of the compound drawn by DRAW

MAMICM
MAISMI logical:MA=unity matrix

MENVCM
ITEM
ICP

MXCM
MI
MX1 ••
.. MX7

NBL
NBN
BLN
NBLOCf<
NWRITE

RCF1
ReF

BOXP
f< RF C

SCREEN
IWIDTH
FSCALE
SC
IXZM
IYZM
IXRPW
IYTPW

3tH TCH
I St~

number of menu iteml calc. by GETMEN
number of labels written on lOwest
line of the screen. Max.: 12.

array(2,3), unity matrix
all possible trafo matricES with zero
shift

number of block present in NBLOCK
bl.ocklen;;;jht
array(300), block NBN of file 1
logical, see LWRITE in ABL

array(6), will become record in file 1
of compound under construction
logical: box present or not
address of record RCF in case of old
rec':Jrd ( CHEXCO)

grid width of rough grid (mm.)
scale factor: 1 grid unit=FSCALE lambaa. Integer
scale: 1 screen mm=SC lambda
l~ft X value of pic.wind.
bott,Jm Y" " "
t"'i';;jht X II " II

top Y It II II (all piclico-or.)

grid precision switch



=1: rough grid
=2: fin e gr i cI

WIND
X1,X2,Y1,Y2 picture window in screen co-or.

PAGE 5-1
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Appendix B: Examples

The next pages show the grOwing Qf a hierarchy. BUFFER is a
MOS buffer1 the other compounds have no electronical mean
i n.;'J •
Drawing parameters:

Compol..lnd grid width scale factor
BUFFER a (mm) t
BROT 8 0".<..

BREP B 5
8MIR 8 0".<..

BMR 5
,
"t

TOT 8 10

The last picture showes TOT and its complete
picture window is calculated by the program.
The text files describing the layout complete the examples.



D-P1 CONTACT· ~
P-P1 CONTACT· ::
BUR CONTACT·
TERPlINALr

ER1' OUTSIDE ~IHOOU

ERa· OUTSIDE "ENU
ER3' DIGIT WANTEO
ER~' ANCHOR WAHTED
ERS' ITEM NOT FoUN»
ERe· CO~MAND HOT O.K.
ER7· HOT ORTHO
ERB' WRO~G USAGE UNDO
ER9' INCORRECT BOX
ERle, INCORR. DRAWING
ERll 1 LABEL NO~ FOUND
ERla· LOOP!!!

CO,.POUND' aUFF"ER

PlETAL'
OIFF'
POLY'
RUNX,

------""

----.......--_.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I,,,
.. ------
I,
I
I
I
I
I



..
!

~
.

"
y.

METAL'
DIFF"
POLY'
RUNX'

OUTSIDE WINDOW
OUTSIDE MENU
DICIT WANTED
ANCHOR WANTED
ITEM NOT FOUND
COMMAND NOT O.K.

ER?' HOT ORTHO
ERB' WRONQ USAQE UNDO
ERg· INCORRECT 80~
ERie, INCORR. nRAYINQ
ERl1' lABEL NOT FOUND
ERie· lOOP!!!

COMPOUND' BROT

D-" CONTACT'
P·M CONTACT'
BUR CONTACT'
TERMINAL'

1L_-,
I
I
I
I
1

I
I
I
IL J

.-,
I
I
I
1L .-J

,...---------,
I

IJ.-.J

'--. ....JI~.,

1 IL_-,

1
I
I
I
L-I

r-l
I

'1
I
I
I
I
I
I

5



ERi' OUTSIDE ~INDO~

ERa· OUTSIDE "EMU
ER3' DIGIT WA~TED

ER~' ANCHOR ~ANTED
ERS' ITEM NOT FOUND
ERSo CO~"AHD NOT O.K.
ER?' NOT ORTHO
ERa· ~ROHQ USAGE UNDO
ER9' INCORRECT BOX
ERie· IHCORR. DRAWING
ERii' LABEL NOT FOUND
ERie· LOOP!!!

COPIPOUND' IREP

PlETAL I -----

DIFF'
POLY • - - - - - - - -
RUHX I -----.-

BUFFER

DODD
DODD
DODD
DODD
~1I11r-l
It!rrtr] L-J L-J L-J

0-1'1 CONTACT'
P-I'I CONTACT
BUR CONTACT·
TERPIINAL' ~

.
"
x

l .
!
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~
.

0'

x
D-ft COHTACT'
P-ft COHTACT'
BUR CONTACT'
TEAftINAL·

ERI· OUTSIDE WJNDOW
ERB' OUTSIDE "EMU
ERl' DIGIT WANTED
ER~' ANCHOR WANTED
ERS' ITE" NOT FOUND
ERS' COMMAND NOT O.K.
ER?' HOT ORTHO
ERB· URONG USAQE UNDO
ERg, I"CORRECT BOX
ERie· IHCORR. DRAWING
ERll· ~ABEL NOT FOUND
ERIB'LOOP!!!

COPlPOUHD' 8fl1IR

"ETAL'
DIFF'
POLY'
RUN)('

F tf STOP

-,
I

IL _

I . l ~--

I: I
-1 ~ a I
I I I I I I

I I ~---t--------~ I'
I._l J

I
I

--<t
I
I,--....,
I
I
I
I
I
I

BUFFER

,,--

,.--
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

-t-
I
I
I

1



ERl' OUTSIDE WINDOW
ERB' OUTSIDE MENU
ERJ' DIGIT WANTED
ER4- ANCHOR WANTED
ERS' ITEM HOT ~OUND

ERS' COMMAND NOT O.K.
ER?' HOT ORTHO
ERS' URONG USAGE UNDO
ERi- INCORRECT BOX
ERle· INCORR. DRAWINQ
ERll· LABEL NOT FOUND
ERia· LOOP!! I

COrlPOUHD' BMR

PlETAl' -----
'oIFF'
POLY' - - - - - - -
RUNX· -------

14 -

D-" CONTACT
P-P1 CONTACT'
BUR CONTACT'
TER"IHAL' ~

.
"
X



,
!

a0e2se2ee150
BROT

10
BMBARBREP

..... 1 I II I' 1 1 J I I I I I I I I I I I I II -r 1 1 I I I I I I I I I-
I- _ ITARt ImC'''61 Il'nlll:l 9

....- -
I- - Intt:t: Ipnt y Dn'l' 1

I- -
IKI01II'II"I MID P

f- -
I- - cLT AI='P )l ~

-
I- - IDRAIJ D-'IL "'''-1'',11 ..
I- -
- 00000 Rn)t p-~-- -"~FT S

- -
~

RUN)( Rl.JKL ,l'{I" ~-
- 00000 DO - lJNDO TFrR'" UNPIC ..,
I- -
I- DO - It.OADV I, ~'- I-MIN R

"""" -
~ DO FtHr;: IgTOP 12Mt'lUT ~- ERi· OUTSIDE ~INDOW

"""" - ERa· OUTSIDE "ENU

"""" DO - ER3' DICIT ~AHTED
ER4· ANCHOR UANTED

l- i-- "'-- --- L-- '--- - ERS' ITE" NOT FOUND

'-,1 1
f--

DOD
.....- DO ERB' COMMAND HOT O.K.

"""" - ER7' NOT ORTHO
t- i-r-r I- - ERB' YRONQ USAGE UNDO

l- I I ERg· INCORREct BOX
L- ~ - ERle· IHCORR. DRAWING

l--..o J

DODI ERll' LABEL NOT FOUND
"""" - ERIB' LOOP!"
I- -.' 1 COPIPOUHD' TOT- ----' I--- -! - - ~ ,...--., .---..- - "ETAL' -----.--.......... ~

--j 1
DIFF'- - POLY' --------
RUN)(' _._.- ..-

- -
- - I)-PI CONTACt·

P-PI CONTACf· ~
..

l-

I I III I I I I , I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1- BUR CONTACT' )(, I I I I I I TERPlIHAL'
~ S0 0 350

s

20

30

25

10

15

BROT



DO
DO
DO
DO
omDOD

DOD

00000 mo
DDDD~ ~

= - "11

F~11 ..;-' J II
1 - !'1! 1 1J ...

l .. -.II J..
I- ..-,11r l .... . OJj1

~~~ I .. -..,11.. o.1i

23

13

16

20

-af 1 I 1 \! 1 I 1 '4~ , 1 I 's1' 1 ';1~ 1 I

PRESS RETURN TO REDRAU LAST PICTURE
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'0

L VOORDEELD/CATAlOGUE'U
'FILE (ELESA81)UOORBEELD/CATALOGUE ON USERS

G METALU -lDIFFV -lPOLVU -1
12 RUHXV -lMETALH -lDIFFH -1
18 POLVH -lRUNXH -1DMCT -1
24 PMCT -lBUReT -lTERM -1
30 TRAHV -lTRAHH -1LOADV -1
36 LOADH -1 0 " 0 0
~a BUFFER 1 9 a 22 28
48 BROT 221 6 5 58 44
54 BREP 525 16 15 131 108

. 60 BMIR 561 8 6 58 ~8
66 BMR 683 16 20 180 92
72 TOT 121 10 20 310 a60
18 HIKS 789 2 3 302 233

I

-",,"
.~.~

! '



L UOOR8EELb/STRUCTURE'U 428 5 28 4S 43 ..7 ..5 4a0 -1
~FIlE (ELESA81)UOORBEELD/STRUCTURE ON USERS 436 5 14 6 33 8 35 ....4 388

1 1 124 212 ....4 5 6 5 34 1 40 ~S2 436.... 4 5 32 14 22 16 24 12 76 452 5 14 5 39 6 41 460 444..0 12 5 32 14 9 16 11 a0 4 460 5 14 6 21 8 23 468 4S2
; . 20 5 32 14 5 16 7 28 12 468 5 6 5 8 7 22 476 460

28 5 22 14 25 16 27 36 a0 476 5 14 5 1 6 9 0484 468
36 5 22 14 2 16 4 44 a8 484 5 6 37 5 39 10 ~92 476
44 5 8 14 3 16 26 52 36 492 5 6 39 41 41 44 500 484
52 5 36 14 17 16 19 60 44 .500 5 6 45 42 47 44 508 492
60 5 22 1-4 13 16 IS 68 52 508 5 14 46 41 52 43 516 500
68 5 26 10 20 12 22 132 60 516 5 6 51 41 53 42 -1 608
16 5 28 8 25 10 27 4 84 524 2
84 5 28 8 22 10 84 76 92 G25 1 542 542
92 5 28 8 13 10 15 84 100 528 6 42 15 15 41 28 -1 -1

100 5 28 8 2 10 4 92 108 e -1 43 1 0 6
108 5 28 21 2 23 4 100 116 542 8 42 15 15 131 108 -1 -1
116 5 28 21 13 23 15 108 124 o -1 43 1 0 6 .. 30 5 20
124 5 28 21 25 23 27 116 "1 560 2
132 5 14 9 25 22 27 140 68 561 1 564 61..
140 S 14 15 13 22 15 148 132 564 6 42 10 12 23 38 592 -1
148 5 14 9 2 22 4 156 140 -1 0 32 0 1 10
156 5 18 9 22 19 24 164 148 578 6 42 28 16 54 29 -1 564
164 5 10 18 1-0 20 23 172 156 e 1 26 -1 0 38
172 5 18 15 9 19 11 180 164 592 8 42 28 16 S4 4S 610 564
180 5 18 11 5 15 7 188 172 0 1 26 -1 0 38 1 " 2 16
188 5 10 10 6 12 21 196 180 610 5 14 23 35 as 37 618 5ge
196 5 18 11 17 15 19 204 188 618 5 6 2.. 30 26 36 626 610
290<1 5 16 11 20 15 2e 212 196 626 5 104 as a9 40 31 634 618
212 5 14 9 13 15 15 -1 204 63.. 5 6 39 30 "1 32 642 62G
220 2 642 5 6 39 29 41 32 650 634
221 1 428 516 650 5 14 23 23 26 25 658 642
224 5 42 8 10 21 36 232 396 658 5 6 25 13 27 24 666 650
232 6 42 26 10 52 23 2"6 224 666 5 14 23 12 52 14 614 658

0 1 24 -1 0 32 674 5 6 51 13 53 16 -1 666
246 6 42 au 28 54 41 260 232 682 2

0 1 26 -1 0 S0 683 1 686 708
260 5 14 21 33 24 35 268 246 686 6 60 24 28 66 78 708 -1
268 5 6 23 26 25 34 276 269 o -1 72 1 e e0
216 5 14 24 25 40 27 2S4 268 700 5 42 80 28 93 54 -1 686

3284 5 6 39 26 41 28 292 276 798 7 4a 80 28 173 86 -1 686 5 e0 a
29a 5 14 21 21 24 23 309 284 2
300 5 6 i?3 22 25 25 308 a92 7e0 2
308 5 14 il4 2.. 38 26 316 300 721 1 724 780
316 5 S 37 23 39 25 324 308 724 6 48 20 30 73 69 738 -1
324 5 14 21 10 23 12 332 316 1 0 1S o -1 74
332 5 6 22 8 24 11 340 324 738 6 54 90 30 183 146 752 7a4
340 5 14 23 1 27 9 348 332 0 1 75 -1 e 161 r348 S 6 26 8 28 9 356 340 752 6 66 40 160 a04 232 766 738
356 5 6 49 8 51 10 364 348 -1 0 22e 0 1 140 ' .!
364 5 14 50 7 56 9 372 356 766 6 66 229 40 292 2041 780 152

t • 372 5 6 55 8 57 2S 380 364 o -1 312 1 0 24
380 5 14 52 24 56 26 389 372 780 5 48 39 80 83 119 -1 766
388 5 6 51 25 53 28 "36 380 788 2
396 5 28 4 39 6 41 224 404 189 1 792 792

-1"04 5 28 ... 7 6 9 396 0<112 792 5 72 2 3 302 233 -1
412 5 28 37 4 39 6 404 420 800 2
420 5 2S 39 43 41 45 412 428 t
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